DUFFLE

Waterproof expedition and travel bag

IP 67
Padded shoulder and carrying
straps, removable

PD620

PS620C

TIZIP zip (updated version)
Tear-resistant PD620 fabric

Hook for locking, on both sides
Indication of volume
Reinforced base made of abrasion
resistant PS620C fabric

Infos on IP-symbols: www.ortlieb.com/us/service/technical/ip-symbols/

PRODUCT INFO

Inside view

Daisychain for rigging and fixing
of further equipment (on both sides)
Outer mesh pocket with zip (not
waterproof)
Hook for locking

Wire loop for locking the bag with
padlock (padlock not included)
size

height cm/in.

width cm/in.

depth cm/in.

volume L/cu.in.

weight g/oz.

40 L

22/8.7

53/20.1

31/12.2

40/2441

986/34.8

60 L

29/11.4

58/22.8

35/13.8

60/3661

1180/38

85 L

31/12.2

65/25.6

44/17.3

85/5200

1360/48

110 L

34/13.4

70/27.6

46/18.1

110/6713

1490/48

SPECIFIC ATIONS:

+ Waterproof heavy duty expedition and travel bag in four sizes, can also be used as backpack
+ Padded removable shoulder straps, also serve as handle
+ Extremely abrasion and tear-resistant fabric
+ Can be carried as a bag or on the back
+ Indication of volume on side of the bag
+ Long waterproof TIZIP zipper (updated version) with large opening for easy access
+ 1 inner compression strap adjusts volume (not in 40 L version)
+ 2 inner zippered pockets
+ 1 outer mesh pocket with zipper (not waterproof)
+ 2 daisychains on top side for rigging
+ Bag can be locked by using a padlock and inserting it through wire loop provided at zipper (lock not included)
+ Perfect for trekking, travel, expedition, boat trips
Contents: Bag comes with shoulder straps
Note: In order to meet standard IP67 (6=dustproof, 7=protected against penetration of water coming during temporary immersion; depth 1 m/39
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in./lower edge of product; duration 30 minutes) the zipper must be completely closed.

